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Abstract: This paper proposes the enhancement in the design of adjustable pedals in automotive by incorporating gesture recognition methodologies. The design addresses the three primary controls: Accelerator, Brake and Clutch. Mechanical input of driver’s feet is deduced at location variant adjustable pedals in terms of feet gestures. Research work aims vision based technology for the feet gesture recognition. Machine vision algorithms are developed to recognize feet gestures. Low level features based upon background subtraction, connected component analysis, optical flow and motion trajectories are computed to infer spatial, symbolic, pathic and emotional information of feet gestures. Classification of motion trajectories is done by logic based analysis. Accurate classification of feet gestures proves a workable adjustable pedals framework based upon feet gestures. Research work recommends the substitution of conventional fixed pedals with user-defined gesture controlled adjustable pedals facilitating the drivers in terms of ease, flexibility, ergonomics and cost-effectiveness.
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INTRODUCTION

In the recent era as the technology steps forward researchers and manufacturers are showing a wide inclination towards the use of Human-Machine Interaction techniques in their solutions and products. Human-Machine Interaction is the communication between humans and machines, whereas user-interface is the space where the interaction between human and the machine takes place. User interface provides a platform for the effective operation and control of the machine. It also provides feedback from the machine to assist in the decision making of operations. For any state of the art user-interface, proper ergonomics design must be considered for the ease of the users and to prevent the repetitive strain injuries.

Gesture recognition based techniques have been employed for majority of HMI applications e.g. sign language recognition [1], human machine interfacing using hand gestures [2], camera mouse control [3], controlling the secondary tasks in automotives [4], robotic control [5]. Since the gestures play an ample role in person to person communication, vision-based perceptual interfaces have made it possible to translate these actions in a machine understandable form - giving rise to Human-Machine interaction paradigm. The scale at which human gestures are recognized by machine is confined because vision algorithms are currently able to recognize only a set of gestures while humans can understand a wide variety of gestures with more accuracy. Vision-based perceptual devices are based on algorithms for real-time tracking, modeling and recognition of human gestures from video input. Such interfaces have been developed for a variety of applications, ranging from health care systems (i.e. non-contact interfaces for the operating room [6]) to video games. In majority of the applications [7-9] hand, head and body gesture recognition is performed to attain the goal. Feet gesture recognition is not too much explored in user-interface or application development, so it motivates the researchers to propose, design and develop new user-interfaces using feet gestures.

Research work is focused on user-interface of the pedals in the automotives. Currently almost all the automotives are provided with a fixed cluster of pedals to operate the clutch, brake and accelerator. This user interface lacks in ease and flexibility due to various reasons. Fixed location of these pedals raises problems for...
people with different heights to adjust themselves according to the position of the pedals. For example, even after the seat adjustment people with low height often complaint about their difficulties in accessing the pedals. Also people who have to drive a lot on routine basis like people whose primary job is driving, truck drivers driving on long routes etc. complaint about the fixed position of the pedals, due to which travelling turn out to be a real hectic job for them. Some other complaints have also been noticed by the people suffering from arthritis or some type of knee injury, due to which they feel distress to move their knees frequently and suffer with pain over a long period of driving time.

To deal with above mentioned issues, this research work is presenting a novel idea of gesture recognition based adjustable pedals in automotives. Adjustable pedals facilitate drivers to adjust the pedals according to their ease, comfort and requirement. Figure 1 illustrates the functional comparison between traditional fixed and adjustable pedals in automotives. Scheme suggests the floor-mounted pedals on a sliding panel having adjustable tendency according to the driver’s desire. Pedals don’t have any direct connectivity with the control system of automotive. Here pedals are only provided as a foot rest to give support to the driver from ergonomics point of view.

Feet gesture recognition is used as the foundation for the location variant adjustable pedals. Figure 2 explains the proposed framework for vision based gesture controlled adjustable pedals. To capture feet gestures, vision based technology is proposed. A camera is installed in the automotive under the dashboard.

Fig. 1: Functional Comparison between Fixed and Adjustable Pedals

Fig. 2: Gesture Recognition Framework for Adjustable Pedals in Automotive
Table 1: Possible Feet Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foot ID</th>
<th>Possible Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left Foot</td>
<td>Clutch Pressed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clutch Released</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Foot</td>
<td>Accelerator Pressed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accelerator Released</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brake Pressed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brake Released</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Proposed scheme categorizes the activities performed by the driver e.g. pressing/releasing of acceleration, brake and clutch pedals. Also categorizes the emotional content made by gestures like, how much accelerator or brake has been pressed. Possible feet activities are categorized in Table 1. It recognizes the feet gestures and transmits the output signal to the control system of automotive for further necessary actions regarding acceleration, brake and clutch. Detailed architecture of the proposed system is discussed in section 3.

Related Work: Gesture recognition based user interfaces have already been proposed for the secondary tasks control in automotives. The automotive driving tasks are categorized in [10] into two types: Primary driving tasks and secondary driving tasks. Primary driving tasks are mainly consisting of controlling steering, gear and pedals cluster (accelerator, brake and clutch). In primary driving tasks, hands are utilized for steering control, gear change and other in-car controls on the instrument panel, whereas feet provides the output to the longitudinal controls i.e. accelerator, brake and clutch pedals. Whereas secondary controls may include the radio/CD player controls, HVAC switching and navigation system. Gesture recognition techniques have been implemented to operate the different in-car devices in an automotive. In [4], authors explored the use of gestures to control secondary tasks while driver is focused on driving. A detailed survey of hand gesture recognition based technology for secondary controls of automotives was discussed in [11]. To operate secondary tasks, vision and sensor based hand gesture recognition techniques have been employed. Major aim of these existing gesture based systems is to reduce the driver’s distraction that helps in reducing the road accidents. Regarding the risk and driver’s behavior towards the adjustable pedals, in [12], authors concludes the prediction of low accident risk using adjustable pedals. Talking about the gesture recognition based user-interfaces, head, hand and body gestures recognition based application have been proposed in [8].

Methodology has been divided into following two sections.

Low-Level Feature Extraction and Trajectory Estimation: Prior to developing and deploying a product in the automotive, an experimental setup was established in the laboratory. Video sequence of driver’s feet without any pedals support is captured using simple CCD camera. Because pedals only provide support to the driver, so they are not necessary to be the part of experimental setup. Figure 3 describes the algorithmic architecture for the feet trajectories estimation.

Architecture of Proposed System: A gesture recognition based system demands proper gesture interface type, adequate gesture data collection techniques and technologies and most importantly good user acceptance rate. To achieve a better user acceptance rate for any gesture based system, natural gesture interface is preferred rather than symbolic or sign language gesture interfaces. Non-contact and dynamic gesture techniques proved for better system performance. As far as technologies are concerned, sensor and vision based approaches can be used, but the preferred technology has to be non-intrusive since this is the only one that is likely to gain wide spread user acceptance.

A generic vision based gesture recognition system can be viewed as proceeding from a data set to a high-level interpretation in a series of steps. The major steps involved are the following:

- Input video data
- Pre-processing of data
- Extraction of concise low-level features
- Gestures classification from low-level features

A gesture contains spatial, pathic, symbolic and emotional information. In gesture controlled adjustable pedals, spatial information tells about the location of feet gestures, pathic information meant for the path followed by the feet, symbolic information depicts what feet gestures are performing (pressing/releasing of accelerator, brake and clutch) and emotional information portrays how much feet have pressed/released any of the pedal. Methodology has been divided into following two sections.
Video sequence consists of 25fps; frame extraction has to be carried out continuously for analysis of every frame. Figure 4 shows the different poses of driver’s feet representing pressing/releasing of pedals captured in laboratory setup. As a pre-processing step, background statistics were computed as in (1) and (2) when background is static means when feet are not present in the driver’s workspace.

\[
f_{B,\mu}(x,y,c) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{t=1}^{N} [f_t(x,y,c)]
\]

\[
f_{B,\sigma^2}(x,y,c) = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{t=1}^{N} [f_t(x,y,c) - f_{B,\mu}(x,y,c)]^2
\]

Then quadratic difference is computed to generate the foreground image in the field of view. Foreground image is computed as:

\[
f_{fg}(x,y) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } f_{\Delta,\sigma}(x,y) \geq \tau_b \\
0 & \text{Otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

For the extraction of concise low-level features, background subtraction, optical flow, motion trajectories based techniques have been proposed in [16].

In gesture controlled adjustable pedals; motion trajectories are used as low-level features. Motion trajectories are estimated after a series of steps starting from background subtraction to feet tip tracking. Feet region detection is performed using the background subtraction technique. Connected component analysis and region labeling algorithms [17] are implemented on the subtracted image to find objects present in the driver’s workspace. Feet regions are detected by assuming the largest regions in the workspace should be the feet. As feet tips plays major role in the pressing/releasing of pedals, so feet tips localization is mandatory. Feet tips are localized using region labeling and contour analysis of feet regions. Figure 5 shows the feet tips detected for above mentioned sequence of frames.
To estimate the feet tips trajectories, optical flow technique [18] is implemented for feet tip positions. As right foot is responsible for pressing/releasing of accelerator and brake, foot tip trajectories in both horizontal and vertical directions must be estimated. Whereas left foot is only meant to press/release clutch, so requires only vertical trajectory. Figure 6 presents the trajectories of both feet for a video sequence of 2000 frames. Trajectories are further scaled down here to 1000 frames just for the display purpose. Horizontal trajectory of right foot is represented by red color and vertical trajectory using green color. Both set of trajectories are further passed to the gesture recognition unit for recognition of actions performed by the feet.

**Gesture Recognition:** Major objective of gesture recognition phase is to accurately recognize the feet gestures in terms of spatial, pathetic, symbolic and emotional context. Motion trajectories of feet tips are treated as the input to the gesture recognition phase. Human perception analysis of trajectories concludes.

- Left foot tip trajectory clearly indicates the pressing/releasing of clutch as described by the black rectangles in Figure 7a.
- Two trajectories generated for right foot deduced by red and blue color arrows in Figure 7b. Green trajectory means the press/release of pedal. Red trajectory decides the pedal whether it is accelerator
or brake. Insignificance of red trajectory means right foot is pressing/releasing the accelerator showed by blue color arrows. Whereas significance of red signal shifts the control from accelerator to brake showed by red color arrows.

- Figure 7c shows the fusion of right foot trajectories. Green and red color of trajectory depicts the accelerator and brake activities respectively, performed by the driver’s right foot.

For the machine vision perspective of these trajectories, supervised learning approach is adopted for the feet gesture recognition. Algorithm designed for the training and classification of trajectories is described in Figure 8.

Initially feature vectors comprising of the key spatial, pathic and probabilistic information are generated from the trajectories. If $T_i$ represents the trajectory data then two components of feature vectors for $K$ number of samples are calculated for both feet as eq. (5) and (6).

\[
V^1 = \sum_{t=1}^{K} (T_r(t) - T_r(t-1))
\]

\[
V^2 = \sum_{t=1}^{K} (\delta_d(t) - \delta_a(t-1))
\]

Where $\delta_d(t) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } (T_r(t) - T_r(t-1)) > 0 \\ 0 & \text{Otherwise} \end{cases}$

Where $\delta_a(t) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } (T_r(t) - T_r(t-1)) > 0 \\ 0 & \text{Otherwise} \end{cases}$
As the decision making in driving activity is dependent on the temporal data. Because gesture exists in both space and time - it’s a spatiotemporal pattern. It is reasonable to assume that the temporal length of a gesture will vary amongst drivers. Thus we use a logic base analysis [16] to classify a gesture in the recognition system. Logical analysis takes input from the feature vectors. It classifies the feet activity on the basis of up-down sequences in feature vectors for respective foot. Logic based analysis decides the current activity of the feet i.e. pressing the clutch, brake or accelerator. Once an activity is identified, now it is the time to measure the emotional content of the activity. To estimate the emotional information, logic based classification is adopted using the feature vectors. Fusion of symbolic and emotional information of gestures decides about the feet activities, thus recognizing the feet gestures. Outcome of the classifier is transmitted to the hardware interface which will interact with the control system of automotives.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To develop a video database for this project in laboratory setup; total 20 videos for 20 different drivers were recorded. For 15 videos, classifier is trained and tested across various videos just like section 3 by ways of three-fold cross validation. Experimentation results for feet activity recognition based adjustable pedals are evaluated using two key parameters. Parameters include gestures information (spatial, pathic, symbolic and emotional) retrieval and the feet activity recognition ratio. Activity recognition completely depends on the feet gesture information retrieval. Feet gesture recognition system for adjustable pedals is tested for 10 different drivers in the laboratory setup and results are collected. Figure 9 describes the experimentation results in terms of above said parameters. Gestures information retrieval for left foot is almost 100 % in all contexts resulting in 100 % accuracy for clutch press/release activity. Whereas, for accelerator and brake activities, right foot sharing influenced the emotional content of the gestures due to spatial disorder. This lack of efficiency in spatial and emotional information retrieval for right foot results in 94%, 96% accuracy results for accelerator and brake respectively. Automotives with automatic control functionality where clutch pedal do not exists; it becomes easy to apply this methodology. Because both feet can be reserved for each of the activity accelerator and brake resulting in the improvement of efficiency in feet gesture based adjustable pedals. Experimental results may differ in the real time scenario due to illumination and environment constraints. But this can be handled using state of the art vision technologies and specialized equipment.

Conclusions and Future Work: Research work presented in this paper proposed a novel user-interface of adjustable pedals in the automotives using feet gesture recognition. It recommends the replacement of traditional mechanical system of fixed pedals with gesture driven location variant adjustable pedals. Vision based feet gesture recognition is implemented and proved to be cost-effective and easy to deploy in automotives. User-interface was employed using recognition of natural, dynamic, non-intrusive feet gestures which results in a good user acceptance rate. Trajectory estimation and gesture classification was carried at their best to accomplish the goal. Outcome of feet gesture recognition can further be passed to drive-by-wire and brake-by-wire technologies which have replaced the traditional mechanical control systems with electronic control system in the automotive industry. Gesture recognition based adjustable pedals not only addresses the driver’s complains about stress, uneasiness, less-accessibility and fatigue, but also the connectivity issues of the pedals with the mechanical system of vehicles by providing transmission of mechanical input in terms of electric signals achieved through gestures recognition. Feet gesture recognition can further been used in the context of automotive
user-interfaces for the development of driver training systems. In future, a prototype system is planned to develop and deploy in the automotive to have the practical feedback from the driver as well as to judge the efficiency of the system. In a nut shell research work motivates the top automotive industries to explore the role of vision based gesture recognition systems for secondary as well as primary tasks in automotives.
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